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We systematically study the allowed parameter space for the flavor composition of astrophysical
neutrinos measured at Earth, including beyond the Standard Model theories at production, during
propagation, and at detection. One motivation is to illustrate the discrimination power of the next-
generation neutrino telescopes such as IceCube-Gen2. We identify several examples that lead to potential
deviations from the standard neutrino mixing expectation such as significant sterile neutrino production at
the source, effective operators modifying the neutrino propagation at high energies, dark matter interactions
in neutrino propagation, or nonstandard interactions in Earth matter. IceCube-Gen2 can exclude about 90%
of the allowed parameter space in these cases, and hence will allow us to efficiently test and discriminate
between models. More detailed information can be obtained from additional observables such as the energy
dependence of the effect, fraction of electron antineutrinos at the Glashow resonance, or number of tau
neutrino events.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) may reveal
its nature in extreme environments, at extreme distances, or
at extreme energies. Because their Standard Model cross
section is low, neutrinos—compared to other messengers—
can be used to look into the interior of stars and to test
propagation effects over cosmological distances. One
option to search for BSM physics in the astrophysical
neutrino flux is using its flavor composition, which is an
experimentally challenging approach, but rather insensitive
to astrophysical uncertainties.
The IceCube experiment has discovered high-energy

neutrinos from an astrophysical origin [1–4] which opens a
new window for multimessenger astrophysics and testing
fundamental properties of neutrinos. Many source candi-
dates may describe the astrophysical neutrinos; see e.g.
Refs. [5–15], even though there is no agreement on their
source yet from the experimental perspective [16–18].
Conceptual insights may be obtained from the energy
spectrum and sky distribution [19–25]. In addition, the
neutrino flavor composition may provide information for
the production mechanism of the astrophysical neutrinos,
as discussed in Refs. [26–35], and one can use it to test
BSM physics; see e.g. Refs. [36–41]. A complete analysis
of spectrum, neutrino flux normalization and flavor com-
position is, for example, given in Refs. [42–44].
BSM physics can alter the flux and composition of the

high-energetic neutrinos, and it has been studied intensely
in the literature in many different contexts. Decaying dark

matter (DM) may explain the PeV neutrinos seen by
IceCube [45–53], and new ν-DM interactions could affect
the neutrino flavor composition [54–58]. Decaying dark
matter can also lead to a specific flavor composition due to
a resonant behavior in the DM annihilation cross section
into neutrinos [59,60]. Interactions with the cosmic neu-
trino background [61–63] or nonstandard interactions
[64–67] may change the composition, and sterile neutrinos
may affect it as well, whether they have eV mass [68,69] or
similar mass as the active neutrinos (pseudo-Dirac limit)
[70–73]. Lorentz and CPT violation are other BSM effects
that can affect the neutrino flavor [74–85], just as neutrino
decays [86–90]. Quantum decoherence may be a remnant
of a high-energy theory such as quantum gravity, which
might impact the flavor composition [91–93]. A more
exotic, but plausible phenomenon may be that sterile
neutrinos can travel off the Standard Model brane into
extra dimensions, which can change the flavor composition
[94–99]. Note that an unequal neutrino-antineutrino com-
position can fake new physics [100] if it is not properly
accounted for in the analysis. Furthermore, while these
effects are not BSM physics, matter and coherence effects
can also alter the flavor composition [101,102]. Additional
BSM physics can be constrained by IceCube, whether it
alters the neutrino flavor composition or not. High-energy
neutrinos can resonantly produce TeV-scale squarks, and
upper limits on the R-parity-violating couplings can be
derived as a function of the squark’s mass [103].
In this paper we study BSM scenarios and discuss their

imprint on the neutrino flavor composition in a systematic
matter. We will demonstrate that these scenarios can lead to
large deviations from the flavor compositions allowed by*rasmus.westphal.rasmussen@desy.de
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standard mixing, and neutrino telescopes can constrain
them by measuring the flavor composition. This study is
organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe our method to
systematically address the neutrino flavor composition
parameter space. Thereafter, we investigate the imprint
of BSM physics and matter effects on the neutrino flavor
composition, categorizing the scenarios into three different
sections, namely source effects (Sec. III), propagation
effects (Sec. IV) and detection effects (Sec. V). After that,
we discuss the exclusion power of neutrino telescopes
when investigating the neutrino flavor composition
(Sec. VI), energy-dependent effects (Sec. VII), fraction
of electron antineutrinos at the Glashow resonance
(Sec. VIII) or expected number of tau neutrino events
(Sec. IX). Finally, we summarize in Sec. X.

II. METHODS

One of our main motivations is to study the impact of the
next-generation neutrino telescopes such as IceCube-Gen2,
on the theoretically allowed parameter space expected from
physics beyond the Standard Model. Compared to earlier
studies, we do not produce figures showing where in
parameter space the models for certain sets of parameters
lie (“dot plots”), but we show the envelope describing the
whole parameter space which is, in principle, allowed—
without weighting certain regions to be more or less likely.
Given a certain theory beyond the Standard Model, there

are typically several uncertainties to describe the allowed
parameter space at Earth:
(1) Each oscillation parameter is only known to a certain

precision.
(2) The flavor composition at the source is unknown.
(3) There is some freedom in the choice of the theory

parameters.
Since we aim to compare the allowed theory parameter
space to the expected precision from future experiments,
we have to define a coherent approach to address these
uncertainties.

A. Oscillation parameter uncertainties

In the theory of neutrino oscillation, the flavor compo-
sition of neutrinos reaching Earth is given by

ξβþβ̄;⊕ ¼
X
α

Pαβξαþᾱ ð1Þ

where ξβþβ̄;⊕ ¼ ξβ;⊕ þ ξβ̄;⊕ is the final (neutrinoþ
antineutrino) flavor composition and ξαþᾱ is the initial
(neutrinoþ antineutrino) flavor composition. The initial
(final) flavor compositions of neutrinos and antineutrinos
are given by ξα ðξβ;⊕Þ and ξᾱ ðξβ̄;⊕Þ, respectively. Averaged
neutrino oscillations lead to flavor mixing (see Ref. [101]
for a detailed discussion) such that the transition probability
να → νβ is given by Pαβ ¼

P
3
i¼1 jðUPMNSÞαij2jðUPMNSÞβij2

with UPMNS being the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) neutrino mixing matrix. Therefore, the flavor
mixing will only depend on three mixing angles θ12,
θ23, θ13 and the CP-violating phase δ.
These oscillation parameters carry uncertainties which

translate into uncertainties of the flavor composition at
Earth. In order to quantify the present uncertainties, we
define

χ2 ¼
X
j>i

�
sin2 θij − sin2 θbfij

σsin2 θij

�2

; ð2Þ

where the best-fit and uncertainties of the three mixing
angles θ12, θ13 and θ23 are taken from Ref. [104], and we
allow for arbitrary values of the CP-violating phase δ. We
require χ2 ≤ 11.83 [99% confidence level (C.L.) for a two-
dimensional fit], or else we disregard the set of oscillation
parameters.
While we use this method to compare between the

currently allowed theory parameter space and the
IceCube flavor measurement [42], the volume upgrade
IceCube-Gen2 [105] is a possible future extension with
better detector capabilities. The expected sensitivity of
IceCube-Gen2 is obtained from Ref. [106] and assumes
15 years of data taking. As the neutrino oscillation
parameters will be known to higher precision at that time,
we have to define a corresponding “Gen2 scenario.” We
extrapolate that

sin2θ12 ¼ 0.306� 0.002;

sin2θ23 ¼ 0.441� 0.01;

sin2θ13 ¼ 0.0217� 0.0005;

δ ¼ 261°� 15°; ð3Þ

where the best-fit values are taken from Ref. [104]. The
uncertainties are obtained in the following way: The Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) will constrain
θ23 and δ to σDUNEθ23

≃ 1° and δDUNE ≃ 15°, respectively, by
2027–2028 [107]. The Jianmen Underground Neutrino
Observatory (JUNO) will constrain sin2ðθ12Þ to σJUNO

sin2 θ12
≃

0.003 by about 2026 [108,109]. We extrapolate these
uncertainties to the year 2030 to assure a common level
for the neutrino oscillation parameters, by assuming that
they scale ∝ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
exposure

p
. The uncertainty of the reactor

angle (θ13) is the most difficult to determine. We assume
that the best result will still come from short baseline (SBL)
reactor experiments, and the current best measurement is
sin2ð2θ13Þ ¼ 0.0841� 0.0027ðstatÞ � 0.0019ðsystÞ from
the Daya Bay experiment [110]. Assuming the systematic
uncertainty will dominate in the end, a conservative
estimate σSBL

sin2ð2θ13Þ ¼ 0.0019 is obtained (if that uncertainty

cannot be substantially improved). Note that the χ2 for the
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Gen2 scenario will depend on δ in addition to θ12, θ13
and θ23.
In all cases, we show the results for the normal mass

ordering. In the Standard Model, small changes are
expected for the inverted ordering because the best-fit
value of θ23 changes; see e.g. Ref. [38]. For most of the
models discussed, the allowed parameter space for the
inverted ordering is identical—which we checked numeri-
cally. However, there are two exceptions, namely neutrino
decay and pseudo-Dirac neutrinos: the neutrino flavor
composition parameter space changes because the best-
fit value of θ23 is different for the inverted ordering.

B. Unknown flavor composition at source

For the discussion in this work, it is essential to define the
allowed range for the flavor composition at the sourcewithin
standard mixing. While neutrino production by the pion
decay chain leads to the well-known ðξeþē∶ξμþμ̄∶ξτþτ̄Þ ¼
ð1=3∶2=3∶0Þ, the muon decay contribution may be damped
by magnetic field effects on the secondaries ðξeþē∶ξμþμ̄∶
ξτþτ̄Þ ¼ ð0∶1∶0Þ [111] or enhanced ð1=2∶1=2∶0Þ to a muon
pileup [112]. Other frequently used assumptions include
neutrino production by neutron decay ð1∶0∶0Þ [113] or
charmed meson decays ð1=2∶1=2∶0Þ [114] at the highest
energies.
In the Standard Model, no significant contribution of tau

neutrinos is expected at the source [115]. The main reason
is the relatively large mass of the tau lepton, which is the
primary of the neutrino. We therefore assume that the initial
flavor composition is ðξeþē∶ξμþμ̄∶ξτþτ̄Þ ¼ ðx∶1 − x∶0Þ
with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, unless stated otherwise, whereas a different
flavor composition points to physics beyond the Standard
Model. This means that we will allow x to vary in that range
to describe the allowed region.

C. Theory model parameters

A theoretical model typical comes with unknown theory
parameters or choices, which can be either continuous or
discrete. Take, for example, neutrino decay. There are
23 ¼ 8 discrete possibilities, since each mass eigenstate
can be stable or unstable, leading to eight different
scenarios. There are additional continuous parameters such
as the lifetimes of the individual mass eigenstates and the
branching ratios into the daughter states, which will lead,
over astrophysical distances, to different (continuous)
occupations of the daughters.
Wewill deal with these discrete and continuous parameters

in different ways. In the individual model sections we will
show the impact of different discrete choices, while we will
vary the continuous parameters in the allowed ranges. In
several cases, we will also show the “complete envelope” for
all possible (discrete andcontinuous) parameter value choices
to later compare different theories with each other, and to
show the parameter space which is in principle allowed.

D. Graphical representation

We illustrate our graphical representation for the stan-
dard mixing expectation versus current (left panel) and
future (right panel) IceCube bounds in Fig. 1. In this case,
the currently published data from the IceCube experiment
can exclude 2% of the standard mixing allowed region at
99% C.L., whereas IceCube-Gen2 will be able to exclude
73% of the standard mixing allowed region in 2030.1 The
corresponding exclusion regions are marked by darker
shadings in Fig. 1: they correspond to the green shaded
regions which are outside the 3σ allowed contours.
We will in most cases show the Gen2 scenario only,

using the constraints on the oscillation parameters derived
above. However, some models, such as those including
sterile neutrinos or nonstandard neutrino production, have
been derived with dedicated models in the literature,
making it difficult to extrapolate current uncertainties. In
these cases, which we will explicitly point out, we will use
the current uncertainties.
Our discussion in the next sections is separated into

source, propagation, and detection effects.

III. SOURCE EFFECTS

Here we discuss effects at neutrino production or close to
the source.

FIG. 1. The flavor composition expected by standard neutrino
mixing (green shaded region) for the current uncertainties versus
the corresponding bounds from IceCube with the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ
allowed regions from Ref. [42]. The best-fit points are every-
where marked by a dot.

1One can decompose the flavor triangle into smaller triangles
and compute the parameter space area with the IceCube-Gen2
sensitivity region for an increasing number of smaller triangles.
This gives an estimate for the exclusion percentage.
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A. Nonstandard neutrino production

One possibility for physics beyond the SM is that it
indirectly enters via new (incoherent) production channels
which lead to a significant amount of tau neutrinos or sterile
neutrinos, which we illustrate in the left panel of Fig. 3.
While tau neutrinos do not affect the standard mixing

region very much due to the large θ23 mixing, a substantial
amount of sterile neutrinos at production can change the
flavor composition [69]. A possible production mechanism
may be dark matter which dominantly decays into sterile
neutrinos [116–118]. In order to illustrate that, we construct
a 4 × 4 mixing matrix using the parametrization

U4×4 ¼ U23Ū13U12Ū14Ū24U34; ð4Þ

where Uij ðŪijÞ is a real (complex) rotation matrix in the ij
plane. The flavor mixing is Pαβ ¼

P
4
i¼1 jðU4×4Þαij2×

jðU4×4Þβij2 assuming that the sterile neutrino oscillation
averages out. One complication is that the χ2 in Eq. (2)
assumes anunitary3 × 3mixingmatrix to constrain the active
mixing angles. Therefore, we construct a new χ2 for this
scenario, which is given by

χ2 ¼
X

α¼e;μ;τ

X
i¼1;2;3

�jUαij − jUαijbf
σjUαij

�
2

ð5Þ

where the best-fit values and 1σ uncertainties are taken from
Ref. [119]. The authors in Ref. [119] investigate the allowed
range of the PMNS mixing elements in the case that it is a
submatrix of the complete mixing matrix. The mixing matrix
can be enlarged due to new physics such as sterile neutrinos,
and this will impact neutrino oscillations since the PMNS
mixing matrix is nonunitary. Parametrizing the nonunitary
neutrino oscillation equation and using the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality to reduce the parameter space, they construct a χ2

depending on the nonunitary neutrino oscillation and use
neutrino oscillation data as input to constrain the allowed
range of the PMNS mixing matrix elements. Their result is
used in our method to obtain the allowed parameter space of
the neutrino flavor composition in the cases with a sterile
neutrino. Note that we did not extrapolate the uncertainties to
2030 in this case. Our method gives results similar to those
shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. [69].
From the left panel of Fig. 3, it can be seen that a

substantial number of sterile neutrinos at the source can
lead to strong deviations from the standard mixing region.
IceCube-Gen2 can exclude 93% of the (currently) allowed
parameter space at 99% C.L.

FIG. 2. The flavor composition expected by standard neutrino
mixing (green shaded region) for "the Gen2 scenario" versus the
expected bounds from IceCube-Gen2 with the 1σ, and 3σ allowed
regions from Ref. [106]. The best-fit points are everywhere
marked by a dot.

FIG. 3. The neutrino flavor composition at detection for effects at the source: nonstandard neutrino production at the source (left),
nonstandard interactions at production (middle) and matter effect conversions close to the source (right). Green regions mark the
standard mixing expectation, and gray contours the IceCube-Gen2 expected sensitivity (1σ, 3σ) for the Gen2 scenario. The best-fit
points are everywhere marked by a dot. The dashed contours mark the “complete envelope,” which is the parameter space in principle
allowed—which is used for reference later.
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B. Nonstandard interactions at production

Nonstandard interactions (NSIs) can occur at production
of the neutrinos. Such nonstandard interactions come from
effective higher dimensional operators, which means that
BSM physics enters the production process directly. Note
that neutrino production and detection processes are
typically different, which means that it is plausible that
BSM physics affects one or the other, or both. The neutrino
state can be written as [120]

jνPα i ¼ ð1þ ϵPÞUPMNSjνii; ð6Þ
hνDβ j ¼ hνijU†

PMNS ð7Þ
where jνPα i (hνDβ j) represents the neutrino at production
(detection), jνii is the mass eigenstate, UPMNS is the PMNS
mixing matrix and ϵP are the NSIs at production. After
averaging out the mass square differences Δm2

21 and Δm2
32,

the flavor mixing is given by [120]

Pαβ ¼
X
i

jJ i
αβj2 ð8Þ

with

J i
αβ ¼ ðUPMNSÞ�αiðUPMNSÞβi

þ
X
γ

ϵPαγðUPMNSÞ�γiðUPMNSÞβi: ð9Þ

We assume complex production NSIs satisfying jϵPj ≤ 0.1
since it represents the value allowed by current constraints
[120,121], and we quantify the allowed neutrino oscillation
parameters by Eq. (2). With this, we compute the flavor
composition which is shown in Fig. 3 (middle plot). There
are small deviations from standard mixing for the value
allowed by current experimental data.

C. Constant matter effects close to source

We consider neutrino oscillations in matter close to the
source as a possible mechanism to change the flavor
composition of astrophysical neutrinos. Note that this
mechanism is exceptional in this work, because it is strictly
speaking physics of standard neutrino oscillations together
with a special astrophysical environment close to the
source. It is however interesting to discuss it in the context
of source effects, which may, for instance, occur for hidden
astrophysical jets [102,122–125].
For simplicity, we consider SM matter effects [126,127]

in a constant matter density close to the source with a matter
potential Ve in the Hamiltonian

Htot ¼
1

2E
U

0
B@

0 0 0

0 Δm2
21 0

0 0 Δm2
32

1
CAU† þ

0
B@

Ve 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

1
CA;

ð10Þ

with U ¼ UPMNS. The neutrino energy is chosen to be E ¼
100 TeV and the mass square differences are chosen from
their 3σ ranges [104]. The flavor mixing is given by

PαβðLvac; LmÞ ¼ jhνβjUPMNSe−iHvacLvacU†
PMNS

×Ume−iHmLmU†
mjναij2; ð11Þ

where Hm ¼ U†
mHtotUm ¼ 1

2E diagð0; Δm2
21;eff ; Δm2

32;effÞ
with “m” as the subscript for matter, Hvac ¼
1
2E diagð0;Δm2

21;Δm2
32Þ; and Lvac ðLmÞ is the distance in

vacuum (matter). We use our procedure given in Sec. II to
constrain the neutrino oscillation parameters. To include
various neutrino production positions within the source and
the effect of decoherence, the flavor mixing is averaged
over the distances

P̄αβ ¼
Z

Lvac

0

Z
Lm

0

PαβðL0
vac; L0

mÞ
dL0

vac

Lvac

dL0
m

Lm
:

The matter distance Lm can be arbitrary since we do not
have any information about the size of the source; however
we limit it to the range Lm ∈ ½0; 1010� km. The vacuum
distance Lvac has to obey Lvac ≫ Lcoh ≃ 2E=Δm2

21 to
include decoherence; therefore we parametrize Lvac ¼
½10; 100�Lcoh. The lower limit has to be larger than 1 to
ensure decoherence, whereas changing the upper limit does
not influence the flavor composition (we checked this
numerically). We study two cases, one with the electron
matter density being equal to Ne ¼ 2 × 1018 cm−3 and the
other with Ne ¼ 8.7 × 1019 cm−3. The former (latter) case
gives a matter resonance in the source for the θ12 (θ13)
mixing angle for a 100 TeV neutrino. These electron
densities are low compared to the Earth density, NEarth

e ≈
1024 cm−3, and core density of Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs)
and Supernovae (SNe), Ncore

e ≈ 1033 cm−3. However, one
finds the resonance electron density in GRBs and SNe at
radii r ≈ 1012 cm [128–131]. We have also studied the
matter resonance for the θ23 mixing angle in this setup,
but it has very little impact on the neutrino flavor compo-
sition due to θ23 being nearly 45° in vacuum, which means
that the effective θ23 in matter will also be 45°.
The flavor composition at the detector for the matter

effect is displayed in Fig. 3 (right) for the two cases
described above. The regions tend to be smaller than the
one allowed by standard mixing because the constant
matter density was fine-tuned such that the effective mixing
angle in matter was 45°. They can, however, slightly leave
the standard mixing allowed region.
A varying matter density may alter the flavor composi-

tion; however it requires a matter density resonance and a
minimum matter width/distance [128] for matter effects to
be important. This is not satisfied in optically thin sources
where the neutrino is accompanied by an electromagnetic
component. However, it can be for optically thick sources
since the matter density is higher, but no electromagnetic
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counterpart is present [129]. An example is an astrophysi-
cal source with a choked jet, a scenario that has been
studied in the context of GRBs [132,133], SNe [134] and
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) [135,136]. According to
Ref. [129], the shower-to-track ratio changes in optically
thick sources, depending on source properties and neutrino
oscillation parameters. However, a similar study in
Ref. [122] found a different, but more significant result.
The two studies differ due to different treatment of
averaging and coherence loss, and Ref. [122] includes
additional effects not considered in Ref. [129]. Therefore,
varying matter effects may considerably modify the flavor
composition, whereas a constant matter density has some
effect.

IV. PROPAGATION EFFECTS

In this section, we investigate BSM scenarios affecting
the neutrino propagation. Our results are shown in Fig. 4.

A. Pseudo-Dirac neutrinos

Due to the astrophysical distance, neutrino telescopes
can probe very small mass square differences among
neutrinos. This makes them ideal to constrain the
pseudo-Dirac neutrino scenario. It has been studied in
the general context of neutrino telescopes [70–72], but
also for certain astrophysical sources such as GRBs
[73,137,138]. Neutrinos might be Dirac or Majorana
particles, depending on the allowed mass terms in the
SM Lagrangian. The neutrino mass matrix can be written as

Mν ¼
�
mL mD

mT
D MR

�
; ð12Þ

where mD is the Dirac mass matrix and mL, MR are the
Majoranamassmatrices. ThemassmatrixmL breaks the SM
gaugegroupSUð2ÞL and should be zero unless newparticles
(such as a Higgs triplet) are introduced. This allows for a
mass term which is invariant under the SM symmetries.
Similarly, MR can vanish like mL as a result of new gauge
symmetries such as SUð2ÞR [139]; however left-right
symmetry models allow MR under this gauge group by
introducing a SUð2ÞR Higgs triplet [140–142]. The classical
seesaw mechanism [143–147] is generated by assuming
mL ¼ 0; mD ≪ MR, whereasmL ¼ MR ¼ 0 results in pure
Dirac neutrinos. The last example leads to six Weyl
neutrinos, three pairs of an active and sterile state. Even
though the active-sterile mixing angle between the pairs is
maximal, i.e. θ ¼ π=4, they do not oscillate into their sterile
partner since they are degenerate, i.e. δm2 ¼ 0. Lifting this
degeneracy, i.e. mL, MR ≪ mD, leads to the pseudo-Dirac
scenario. The mixing angle between the active and sterile
states is very close tomaximal, θ≃ π=4, and themass square
difference, δm2 ≃ 2mDðmL þMRÞ, is small. The flavor
oscillation probability in the pseudo-Dirac scenario is [70]

Pαβ ¼
1

4

����
X3
j¼1

Uαj½eiðm
þ
j Þ2L=ð2EÞ þ eiðm

−
j Þ2L=ð2EÞ�U�

βj

����
2

ð13Þ

where mþ
j (m−

j ) is the heavier (lighter) of the active-sterile
neutrino pair j, U is the PMNS mixing matrix, L is the
baseline and E is the energy. Averaging outΔm2

21 andΔm2
32

[mass square differences among states of different pairs, i.e.
ðΔmþ−

ij Þ2≡ðmþ
i Þ2−ðm−

j Þ2¼ðΔm−−
ij Þ2þδm2

j≃ðΔm−−
ij Þ2≃

ðΔmþ−
ij Þ2≃ðΔm−þ

ij Þ2], the oscillation probability becomes

PαβðL; δm2
1; δm

2
2; δm

2
3Þ

¼
X3
j¼1

jðUPMNSÞαjj2jðUPMNSÞβij2
�
1 − sin2

�
δm2

jL

4E

��

ð14Þ

where δm2
j ¼ ðmþ

j Þ2 − ðm−
j Þ2. The mass square differences

δm2
j and the baselineL are unknown, butwe average over the

baseline and scan for δm2
j to obtain the flavor mixing

P̄αβ ¼
Z

L

0

PαβðL0; δm2
1; δm

2
2; δm

2
3Þ
dL0

L
: ð15Þ

This is justified because the sources of IceCube’s
astrophysical neutrinos are unresolved and δm2

j can be
any value (treated as a continuous theory parameter). We
require L to obey L ≫ Lcoh ≃ 2E=Δm2

21 where Lcoh is the
coherence distance such that the ordinary mass square
differences (Δm2

21;Δm2
32) are averaged out [requirement

for Eq. (14)]. We choose E ∈ ½10; 104� TeV and
δm2

j ∈ ½10−17; 10−19� eV2, the range neutrino telescopes
can probe [72]. There are 23 ¼ 8 different possibilities since
we can either average over the mass square differences or set
it equal to zero. If all are equal to zero, it will lead to standard
mixing. Therefore, this is omitted in the end. The seven
remaining cases are referred to by the disk notation (except
one): a filled disk means that the corresponding sin2 ¼ 0,
whereas an unfilled disk means that we average it. For
example, “➊①②”means that sin2ðδm2

1L=ð4EÞÞ ¼ 0, and the
other two sin2 ≠ 0. The disk notation is not shown for
scenario “①②③”, however it generates the complete envelope
since all three mass square differences are averaged.
Our results are shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 4,

including the envelope of all possible scenarios. The figure
demonstrates that large deviations from the standard mix-
ing can be expected.

B. Neutrino decay

If neutrinos are unstable, they will decay during their
propagation to Earth. The equation describing the invisible
decay (decay into invisible decay products), which can be
incomplete, is [86]
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Pαβ ¼
X3
i¼3

jðUPMNSÞαij2jðUPMNSÞβij2 exp
�
−
Lmi

Eτi

�
; ð16Þ

where τi is the rest frame lifetime of the νi mass eigenstate
boosted by γ ¼ E=mi into the laboratory frame. For addi-
tional studies considering neutrino decay, see Refs. [89,90].

The neutrino mass mi is unknown, whereas L and E
are experimentally measured. Therefore, one quotes τi=mi

as the neutrino lifetime. The current limits are τ1=m1 ≳
105 s=eV for ν1 from SN1987A [148], τ2=m2 ≳ 10−4 s=eV
for ν2 from solar neutrinos [149–152], and τ3=m3 ≳
10−10 s=eV for ν3 from atmospheric and long-baseline
data [153]. Neutrino telescopes can probe lifetimes of

FIG. 4. The allowed flavor compositions for six different BSM scenarios for neutrino propagation. Light green regions mark the
standard mixing expectation, and gray contours the IceCube-Gen2 expected sensitivity (1σ, 3σ) for the Gen2 scenario. The best-fit
points are everywhere marked by a dot. The dashed contours mark the complete envelope, which is the parameter space in principle
allowed—which is used for reference later.
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τ=m≳ 102 L
Mpc

TeV
E s=eV [40], which are about a factor of

105 longer than the current limits for ν2 and ν3.
However, Eq. (16) has a shortcoming, namely the

possibility of the heavier mass eigenstates repopulating
the lighter mass eigenstates. Therefore, we will include this
effect in our approach. The total Hamiltonian is given by
[154]

Htot ¼
1

2E
UPMNS

2
64
0
B@

0 0 0

0 Δm2
21 0

0 0 Δm2
32

1
CA

þ i

0
B@

−λ1 λ2Br2→1 λ3Br3→1

0 −λ2 λ3Br3→2

0 0 −λ3

1
CA
3
75U†

PMNS ð17Þ

where the first term is the usual mass term and the second
term is due to decay. Here λi ¼ mi=τi and Brj→i is an
effective branching ratio between the j and i mass eigen-
state. The matrix is upper triangular due to kinematics
(lighter mass eigenstates cannot decay into heavier mass
eigenstates). We choose Δm2

21 ∈ ½7.03; 8.09� × 10−5 eV,
Δm2

32 ∈ ½2.41; 2.64� × 10−3 eV and E ∈ ½10; 104� TeV,
and we compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors by a
singular value decomposition (SVD)

Htot ¼ V ~λV† ð18Þ

where ~λ ¼ diagð~λ1; ~λ2; ~λ3Þ with ~λi being real. The flavor
mixing is given by

P̄αβ ¼
1

L

Z
L

0

jhνβjVe−i~λL0
V†jναij2dL0; ð19Þ

where we average over the distance to include decoherence
effects. Therefore, L has to obey L ≫ Lcoh ≃ 2E=Δm2

21

where Lcoh is the coherence distance. However L cannot
exceed the Hubble distance; see Ref. [89] for explanation.
There are 23 ¼ 8 possibilities of neutrino decays, since
either active state may be stable or not; intermediate
unstable states can be integrated out [88]. We will inves-
tigate seven cases since one is trivial, namely the case with
all mass eigenstates stable (standard mixing). We again use
the disk notation, for instance, “➊①②” means ν1 stable and
ν2, ν3 unstable. Possible scenarios and branchings for the
different mass orderings are discussed in Ref. [88].
The expected flavor composition is shown in the upper

left panel of Fig. 4, including the complete envelope—
which is identical to the scenario where all mass eigenstates
are unstable (for complete decays, one would not expect a
flux at Earth). IceCube-Gen2 can exclude 85% of the
envelope area covered by all decay scenarios.
It is interesting to compare neutrino decay and pseudo-

Dirac in this context. Essentially, Eq. (14) looks similar to

Eq. (16) with ½1 − sin2ðδm2
i L=ð4EÞÞ� ¼ expð−LmiÞ=ðEτiÞ.

Therefore, scanning over different parameters for the two
cases, the same parameter space is obtained. However, we
use Eq. (17) for decay, where we marginalize decay rates
and branchings. This fact together with the off-diagonal
elements in the decay term being smaller than the diagonal
elements, i.e. jλij ≥ jλiBri→jj, and averaging the flavor
mixing over astrophysical distances, means reoccupations
of mass eigenstates are equivalent to using Eq. (16) with
lower decay rates. Therefore, one reproduces the same
parameter space for the decay and pseudo-Dirac cases, even
though we use Eq. (17) instead of Eq. (16).

C. Quantum decoherence

Quantum decoherence [92,93] can alter the flavor mix-
ing, and it depends only on two nonzero quantum
decoherence parameters Ψ and Γ [76],

Pαβ ¼
1

3
þ 1

2
ðjUα1j2 − jUα2j2ÞðjUβ1j2 − jUβ2j2Þe−2ΨLEn

þ 1

6
ðjUα1j2 þ jUα2j2 − 2jUα3j2Þ

× ðjUβ1j2 þ jUβ2j2 − 2jUβ3j2Þe−2ΓLEn
; ð20Þ

under the assumption that oscillations average out over
astrophysical distances. The number n carries the energy-
dependent imprint of a specific model, and the usual values
used in the literature are n ¼ −1, 0, 2 [155]. Interestingly,
quantum decoherence can therefore occur as a high-energy
effect such as a remnant of a quantum theory of gravity. We
choose the exponential factors between 0 and 1 rather than
choosing specific values of Ψ, Γ, L and E to cover the
possible model parameter space. We note that this scenario
is, in terms of the envelope covered, not different from
standard mixing; see the upper right corner of Fig. 4.
Quantum decoherence may, however, produce some inter-
esting energy-dependent effects, as we will see later.

D. Sterile neutrinos

Many theories beyond the SM include sterile neutrinos.
This will affect the flavor composition since the active
neutrinos can mix with the sterile neutrinos during their
propagation. Using the same method as in Sec. III A and
restricting ourselves to active neutrinos at the source, we
find the region in the middle left panel of Fig. 4. This region
is significantly larger than the standard mixing region, and
86% of it can be excluded with IceCube-Gen2. Note again
that here the current bounds on the unitarity of the mixing
matrix elements have been used, which means that the
region will slightly shrink in the future.

E. Effective operators

Higher-dimensional terms may originate from a high-
energy scale theory and lead to new physics via effective
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operators. We use Ref. [85] as a guideline, investigating the
same examples; however the neutrino oscillation parame-
ters obey the constraints derived from the χ2 [Eq. (2)]. The
Hamiltonian becomes

Htot ¼
1

2E
UPMNSdiagð0;Δm2

21;Δm2
32ÞU†

PMNS

þ
X
n

�
E
Λn

�
n
~UnOdiagðOn;1; On;2; On;3Þ ~U†

n

¼ VdiagðΔ1;Δ2;Δ3ÞV†; ð21Þ

where V is the mixing matrix that results from diagonal-
izing Htot and On;i ∼ Oð1Þ for i ∈ ½1; 3�. The new physics
depends on the coupling strengths O and Λn, and we
choose ~Un in a parametrization-independent way, meaning
we obtain the whole allowed parameter space. We inves-
tigate the n ¼ 1 effective operator’s impact on the flavor
composition since the lower terms are more relevant. This
is the usual perception when one considers a renormaliz-
able quantum field theory, i.e. ðE=ΛnÞ ≪ 1 for every n.
Neutrino oscillation data constrain the coupling strength on
the effective operator to O ∼ 10−23 GeV [156,157]. As in
Ref. [85], we study O ∼ 10−23 GeV with Λ1 ¼ 1 TeV as
the current limit of the n ¼ 1 effective operator. We also
study the cases O ∼ 10−26 GeV with Λ1 ¼ 35 TeV and
O ∼ 10−28 GeV with Λ1 ¼ 2 PeV. The choice of these
values makes the new physics to be the same order of
magnitude as the mass term in the Hamiltonian with a
neutrino energy of E ¼ 35 TeV and E ¼ 2 PeV, respec-
tively [85]. The flavor mixing is Pαβ ¼

P
3
i¼1 jVαij2jVβij2,

now depending on V rather than UPMNS since V diago-
nalizes the Hamiltonian [Eq. (21)].
The parameter space for different values ofO is shown in

the middle right panel of Fig. 4. Since we allow for arbitrary
initial flavors excluding tau neutrinos, it can cover almost
the whole plane except for the ντ corner. If one allows for
tau neutrinos at the source, the lower left corner is probed
[85]. IceCube-Gen2 can exclude 94% of the parameter
space for O≃ 10−23 GeV.

F. Interaction with dark matter

We follow the approach in Ref. [54] for this section.
Neutrinos are produced by the cosmic accelerators, and
IceCube has discovered an isotropic neutrino flux [158]. As
neutrinos propagate from the source towards Earth, they
might interact with dark matter (DM). There are different
models describing the DM distribution in the Universe. The
effect of neutrino-DM interaction introduces a potential in
the Hamiltonian

Htot ¼
1

2E
UPMNS

0
B@

0 0 0

0 Δm2
21 0

0 0 Δm2
32

1
CAU†

PMNS þ V ð22Þ

with the mass square differences Δm2
ij and the neutrino

mixing matrix UPMNS. The potential V describes the
interaction between neutrinos and DM, and can be para-
metrized as [54]

Vαβ ¼ λαβGFNχ ð23Þ
where λαβ is a Hermitian matrix containing the �Oð1Þ
coupling between neutrinos and DM, the Fermi constant
GF, and the dark matter number density Nχ. The number
density is related to the energy density by

Nχ ¼
ρDM
mDM

; ð24Þ

and we will use the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
DM distribution for ρDM. It is given by ρNFWðrÞ ¼
ρDMðr; 20 kpc; 1; 3; 1Þ [159,160] with the general para-
metrization

ρDMðr; rs; α; β; γÞ ¼ ρ⊕

�
r⊕
r

�
γ
�
1þ ðr⊕=rsÞα
1þ ðr=rsÞα

�ðβ−γÞ=α
:

ð25Þ

It is derived under a spherical symmetry and the Galactic
Center (GC) corresponds to r ¼ 0. We assume the solar
system being r⊕ ¼ 8.5 kpc from the GC and several
studies show that ρ⊕ ¼ 0.4 GeV=cm3 [161–163]. The
distance from the GC to the neutrino position is given
by r2 ¼ r2⊕ þ l2 − 2r⊕l cosϕ where l ¼ P

n
i¼1 li is the line

of sight distance from the Solar System. The specific time
step is given by the index i, whereas n defines the total
number of time steps. The ranges are ϕ ∈ ½π=2; π� and
l ∈ ½0; 20� kpc, ensuring that the effects of mass square
differences will average out. The flavor mixing will depend
on these two quantities,

Pαβ ¼ jhνβjΠn
i¼1Ufðli;ϕÞjναij2

¼ jhνβjΠn
i¼1Uðli;ϕÞe−iHdiagliU†ðli;ϕÞjναij2; ð26Þ

where Ufðli;ϕÞ ¼ Uðli;ϕÞe−iHdiagliU†ðli;ϕÞ is the trans-
portation matrix and Hdiag ¼ U†ðli;ϕÞHtotUðli;ϕÞ ¼
1
2E diagð0; ðΔm2

21;effÞi; ðΔm2
32;effÞiÞ. Therefore, one has to

diagonalize the Hamiltonian for every time step. However,
if the propagation is assumed to be adiabatic, the flavor
mixing simplifies, and it becomes

Pαβ ¼ jhνβjUð0;ϕÞe−iHdiaglU†ðl;ϕÞjναij2: ð27Þ

The adiabatic assumption has been checked in Ref. [54].
By scanning for different distances and angles, the allowed
flavor compositions can be computed, and the result is
shown in Fig. 4 (lower left panel) for various coupling
strengths between the neutrinos and dark matter. This effect
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is unique among those scenarios we studied, since it covers
the entire flavor triangle.
Phenomenologically speaking, this scenario looks sim-

ilar to the effective operator case. One adds a potential to
the Hamiltonian, but they are realizing different percent-
ages of the flavor triangle: ∼100% for the ν-DM interaction
scenario vs ∼68% for the effective operator case. This is a
consequence of the potential in the DM scenario which
varies as a function of the DM density, whereas the
potential is constant for the effective operator case. If
the potential in the DM scenario were constant, the
parameter space would be the same as for the effective
operator parameter space.
This scenario depends on the arrival direction which, in

turn, describes the DM density in the Universe. Looking
toward the GC rather than away, one expects larger
deviations in the flavor composition due to the larger
density of DM. Therefore, one can (in principle) discrimi-
nate this model by investigating the arrival direction.

G. Sterile neutrino shortcut through extra dimension

Theories beyond the SM with extra dimensions
confine the SM particles on a four-dimensional (timeþ
spatial dimensions) brane embedded in an extra-
dimensional bulk [95–99,164]. Any singlet particle, i.e.
sterile neutrino, may travel off the brane since they are not
confined on the brane by the SM’s symmetries. Therefore,
the line element is given by [165–167]

ds2 ¼ dt2 −
X3
i¼1

η2ðuÞðdxiÞ2 − du2; ð28Þ

where u is the extra dimension and η2ðuÞ describes the
brane’s embedding in the bulk. If the brane is flat in its
embedding, then the sterile neutrino geodesic is the same as
the active neutrino geodesic. However, if the brane is
curved in its embedding, then the sterile neutrino may have
a different trajectory. As a consequence, the dispersion
relation is altered and the sterile neutrino will experience a
shorter propagation time. Therefore, the effective two-
flavor mixing angle becomes [164]

sin2ð2~θÞ ¼ sin2ð2θÞ
sin2ð2θÞ þ cos2ð2θÞ½1 − ð E

Eres
Þ�2 ð29Þ

where Eres denotes the resonance energy

Eres ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δm2 cosð2θÞ

2ϵ

r
: ð30Þ

Here δm2 is the mass square difference in vacuum between
the sterile and active neutrino state; θ is the active-
sterile mixing angle in vacuum; and ϵ is the shortcut
parameter, ϵ ¼ δt=t, defined as the normalized difference

of propagation times on the brane and in the bulk. For
energies much smaller than the resonance energy Eres, the
change in the dispersion relation is small, whereas for
energies much larger, the effective active-sterile mixing
angle is suppressed. Therefore, E ≫ Eres and E ≪ Eres
resembles standard mixing if no significant mixing
between the active and sterile state occurs. This also
means the PMNS mixing matrix will be unitary when E ≫
Eres and E ≪ Eres, whereas it becomes nonunitary for
E → Eres. We will, with this in mind, compute the flavor
composition at E ¼ Eres to investigate the maximal impact
for this scenario.
We follow Ref. [94] here, which assumes that the active-

sterile mixing angles in a four-neutrino framework are
described by Eq. (29), and we adopt their scenarios only.
We pick E ¼ Eres to study the maximal impact on the flavor
composition, meaning the active-sterile mixing angles are
~θ ¼ 45°. If E ≠ Eres, then ~θ is computed by Eq. (29) and
depends on θ, similar to Ref. [94]. However, we use Eq. (2)
to constrain the neutrino oscillation parameters rather than
assuming sin2 θ12 ¼ 1=3, sin2 θ23 ¼ π=4 and sin2 θ13 ¼ 0,
and we include CP-violation. The mixing matrix is para-
metrized asU4×4 ¼ U23Ū13U12Ū14Ū24U34 whereUijðŪijÞ
is a real (complex) rotation matrix in the ij-plane. We
investigate two cases taken from Ref. [94], where ~θ refers to
the mixing angle including the extra dimension shortcut:

(i) The sterile neutrino mixes with the electron and
muon neutrino at the same strength, i.e. ~θ14 ¼ π=4,
~θ24 ¼ π=4 and ~θ34 ¼ 0

(ii) The sterile neutrino mixes with the muon and tau
neutrino at the same strength, i.e. ~θ14 ¼ 0, ~θ24 ¼
π=4 and ~θ34 ¼ π=4

Our results are shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 4.
The cases ðνe; νμÞ − ν4 and ðνμ; ντÞ − ν4 exhibit large
deviations from standard mixing. IceCube-Gen2 can
exclude 80% of the combined parameter space of these
two cases. We also tested effective maximal mixing
between the sterile neutrino and all of the active ones,
which produces even larger deviations of the flavor
composition; however we could not make it evident that
this effective scenario can be implemented in a four-flavor
framework, given all constraints.

V. DETECTION EFFECTS

We investigate effects at detection or close to the detector
in this section.

A. Nonstandard interactions in Earth matter

If neutrinos travel through Earth matter before they are
detected, nonstandard neutrino interactions can change the
flavor composition. We use Ref. [65] as a guideline for this
scenario. The most general matter Hamiltonian with NSIs is
given by [168]
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HNSI
mat ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
GFNeðrÞ

0
B@

1þ ϵee ϵeμ ϵeτ

ϵ�eμ ϵμμ ϵμτ

ϵ�eτ ϵ�μτ ϵττ

1
CA; ð31Þ

where GF is the Fermi coupling, NeðrÞ is the electron
density at distance r and ϵαβ are dimensionless parameters
encoding the deviation from standard interactions. They are
given by [168]

ϵαβ ¼ ϵeαβ þ Yuϵ
u
αβ þ Ydϵ

d
αβ ð32Þ

where Yu ¼ 3.051 ðYd ¼ 3.102Þ is the average up-quark/
electron (down-quark/electron) ratio in the Preliminary
Reference Earth Model (PREM) [169]. Here ϵeαβ; ϵ

u
αβ; ϵ

d
αβ

are the individual NSIs involving the electron, up-quark
and down-quark, respectively. We omit the electron NSI
ðϵeαβÞ from our analysis since it enters both in the complete
NSI ϵαβ and in the neutrino cross section. Therefore, it can
be difficult to distinguish the new physics from the cross
section and the matter potential. In addition, we assume the
individual NSIs to be real. The current constraints on ϵuαβ
and ϵdαβ are summarized in Ref. [168], which we vary in
their 3σ allowed ranges. The flavor mixing over astro-
physical distances from the source to the detector is given
by Ref. [65], which we marginalize over all possible
trajectories through Earth matter.
Our result is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5. In this case,

it seems that a relatively large region of the parameter space
can be covered, which however depends on the trajectory
through Earth matter. Therefore the IceCube-Gen2 allowed
region has to be interpreted in a zenith-angle-dependent
way, which, while beyond the scope of this work, would
in principle allow us to distinguish this scenario from
others. However, the example illustrates that nonstandard

interactions in Earth matter can alter the flavor composition
substantially, which can be checked by comparing the
neutrino flux from different directions (such as up-going
versus down-going).

B. Nonstandard interactions at detection

We consider NSIs at detection, meaning the neutrino
states are [120]

jνPα i ¼ UPMNSjνii; ð33Þ
hνDβ j ¼ hνijU†

PMNSð1þ ϵDÞ† ð34Þ
where jνPα i (hνDβ j) represents the neutrino at production
(detection), jνii is the mass eigenstate, UPMNS is the PMNS
mixing matrix and ϵD represents the NSIs at detection. The
flavor mixing is Pαβ ¼

P
ijJ i

αβj2 with

J i
αβ ¼ ðUPMNSÞ�αiðUPMNSÞβi

þ
X
γ

ϵDγβðUPMNSÞ�αiðUPMNSÞγi ð35Þ

(note the difference in indices compared to NSIs at
production). We use the same benchmark value for the
detection NSI as for the production NSI, i.e. jϵDj ≤ 0.1, and
the neutrino oscillation parameters are constrained by χ2.
The impact of detection NSIs on the flavor composition is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. Evidently from the
figure, the detection NSI parameter space is larger than that
of production NSI. The production effect is similar to a
different flavor composition at the source, which averages
out over astrophysical distances. Therefore, production
NSIs impact the flavor composition less than detection
NSIs. IceCube-Gen2 can exclude 89% of the allowed
parameter space.

FIG. 5. The allowed flavor compositions for nonstandard interactions in Earth matter (left panel) or at detection (right panel). Green
regions mark the standard mixing expectation, and gray contours the IceCube-Gen2 expected sensitivity (1σ, 3σ) for the Gen2 scenario.
The best-fit points are everywhere marked by a dot. The dashed contours mark the complete envelope, which is the parameter space in
principle allowed—which is used for reference later.
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VI. DISCRIMINATION BY FLAVOR

Here we discuss how well the flavor composition can
discriminate among different BSM scenarios.
We show a comparison of the allowed parameter space

for certain source (left panel), propagation (middle panel),
and detection (right panel) BSM effects in Fig. 6. From the
figure, one can read off that νs produced at the source, dark
matter interactions or effective operators relevant during
propagation, or nonstandard interactions in Earth matter
produce potentially large deviations from standard mixing.
Interestingly, the lower left corner of the triangle can only
be reached by dark matter interactions. Note that some
effects, such as nonstandard interactions in Earth matter
and dark matter interactions, can be potentially identified
by comparing different arrival directions of the neutrinos.

We quantify the parameter space exclusion by IceCube and
IceCube-Gen2 in Table I. Even at 3σ C.L., IceCube can
exclude 42% of the parameter space, whereas it is 96% for
IceCube-Gen2. A few examples of BSM physics with a high
exclusion percentage (more than 90% exclusion by IceCube-
Gen2) are ν-DM interaction, effective operator, significant
nonstandard neutrino production and Earth matter NSIs.
Scenarios with a low exclusion percentage include standard
mixing, quantum decoherence and constant matter effects;
however IceCube-Gen2 can still constrain the initial flavor
composition considerably in the standard mixing scenario.
It is also potentially interesting to discuss how easy it is to

disentangle different scenarios using flavor from the theory
perspective only, i.e. as a matter of principle for an ideal
measurement of the flavor composition. Using the same
method as before, we quantify this parameter space overlap
in Table II. We consider “data” as the true scenario
implemented by Nature, and we ask how much of its
parameter space can be discriminated from (lies outside
of) the “theory” scenario. As an example, if we believe
standard mixing to be correct and ask how much of its
parameter space does not coincide with the effective
operator scenario, then we find 0% since the standard
mixing parameter space lies within the effective operator
parameter space. In the opposite situation, one can discrimi-
nate the standard mixing scenario in 96% of the parameter
space, since standard mixing covers only a small fraction of
the effective operator parameter space. This means that the
table is not symmetric. Cases with a high discriminating
factor are interesting since one can distinguish between them
at least in principle. Some examples are standard mixing vs
ν-DM interaction, constant matter effects vs decay, and
quantum decoherence vs effective operators.2 For all the
information, we advise the reader to look at Table II.

FIG. 6. Allowed parameter space for selected source (left panel), propagation (middle panel), and detection BSM effects (right panel),
where we show the complete envelopes for the allowed parameter spaces. Green regions mark the standard mixing expectation, and gray
contours the IceCube-Gen2 expected sensitivity (1σ, 3σ) for the Gen2 scenario. The best-fit points are everywhere marked by a dot.

TABLE I. Percent of parameter space for the BSM scenarios
and matter effects excludable at 3σ by IceCube and IceCube-
Gen2. We included IceCube for comparison to IceCube-Gen2.
We have taken the complete envelope as the parameter space, and
we have not considered the individual subparameter spaces.

Scenario
Exclusion
by IceCube

Exclusion by
IceCube-Gen2

Complete flavor triangle 42% 96%
Standard mixing 2% 73%
Nonstandard neutrino production 17% 93%
NSI at production 5% 84%
Matter effects 0% 71%
Pseudo-Dirac neutrino 14% 85%
Decay 14% 85%
Quantum decoherence 2% 73%
Sterile neutrino 10% 86%
Effective operator 36% 94%
Interaction with DM 42% 96%
Shortcut through extra dimension 11% 80%
NSI in Earth matter 30% 92%
NSI at detection 11% 89%

2Here, we assume that the former cases (standard mixing,
constant matter effects and quantum decoherence) are test
scenarios, and we analyze them against the true cases (ν-DM
interaction, decay and effective operator), respectively.
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A different visualization of Table II is shown in Fig. 7
where the discrimination percentage is given as a fraction
of 100%. Similar to Table II, the row is the true scenario
implemented by Nature (data), and the column is the
perception of Nature (the theory scenario). A darker
(lighter) shading of blue means a higher (lower) discrimi-
nation percentage between the scenarios. Take the scenario
“Interaction with DM” as an example, which occupies a
large fraction of the parameter space. The other parameter
spaces are fully contained within its parameter space.
Therefore, one can(not) distinguish between the scenarios
when “Interaction with DM” is the true (test) case, leading
to a dark row and a light column. The scenario “Matter
effects” is completely opposite to “Interaction with DM,”
since it spans a small fraction of the parameter space, giving
it a light row and a dark column in Fig. 7. Half-dark means
partially overlapping parameter spaces, meaning one can
discriminate about 50% of it, independently of the choice of
the true scenario. This can be compared to the extreme case
with complete distinguishable cases or zero discrimination
percentage.

VII. DISCRIMINATION BY ENERGY
DEPENDENCE

So far, we have studied the flavor composition indepen-
dent of energy (or marginalized over energy). In specific
cases, however, the energy dependence can be used to reveal
the BSM effect. Here we study three different energies
inspired by the potential capability of IceCube-Gen2 [106]:
10 TeV, 100 TeV, 1000 TeV. We choose specific scenariosTA
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FIG. 7. Different visualization of Table II with “data” referring
to the scenario implemented by Nature, and “theory” to the model
to be discriminated. The discrimination percentage is given as a
fraction of 100%, where a darker (lighter) shading means a higher
(lower) discrimination percentage between the scenarios. Abbre-
viations are as follows: quantum decoherence (QD), nonstandard
neutrino production (NS neutrino prod.), shortcut through extra
dimensions (neutrino shortcut).
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for neutrino decay, quantum decoherence, effective oper-
ators and neutrino shortcuts through the extra dimension as
examples; see Table III for the chosen parameter values. We
show the result for these four scenarios in Fig. 8.
The effect of neutrino decays is typically strongest

at low energies (where the Lorentz factor is low), whereas
standard mixing is approached for high energies. Quantum
decoherence (for the chosen scaling with energy) and
effective operators typically show up at high energies, at
least for the parameters chosen here. If the energy depend-
ence for quantum decoherence scales such as∼e−2κLEn

with
n ¼ 1, then effects show up at low energies. The shortcuts
through the extra dimension are an example for an effect
present in a particular energy range only. Of course, the
details (where the transitions occur) depend on the
chosen model parameters, but these examples demonstrate
that the energy dependence of the BSM can be used to
learn about the BSM physics. For a more detailed
discussion of the interplay between a possible energy
dependence of the source flavor composition (which we
marginalized over here) and energy-dependent BSM phys-
ics, see Ref. [40].

VIII. DISCRIMINATION BY GLASHOW
RESONANCE

Another potential way to distinguish among BSM
scenarios is the Glashow resonance, ν̄e þ e− → W− →
anything, at Eν¼m2

W=ð2meÞ≃6.3PeV [170]. The Glashow
resonance event rate is an indicator for the electron-
antineutrino contribution to the total flux

G ¼ ξē;⊕
ξeþē;⊕ þ ξμþμ̄;⊕ þ ξτþτ̄;⊕

: ð36Þ

The Glashow resonance has been used as discriminating
power for pp vs pγ interactions, which are generic source
classes indicative for e.g. starburst galaxies (pp) vs AGNs/
GRBs (pγ) [171]; for a critical discussion see [172].
To obtain the allowed range for G, we calculate each

BSM scenario and standard mixing with an arbitrary initial
electron/muon neutrino flux and neutrino-antineutrino
composition in the spirit of the work. We separate the
flavor mixing into two channels, one for particles and the
other for antiparticles such that we obtain ξβ;⊕ and ξϵ̄;⊕
rather than ξβþβ̄;⊕. One scenario (NSIs in Earth matter) has

FIG. 8. Parameter space for four specific BSM models as a function of energy for the model parameters listed in Table III. The
parameter space of standard mixing coincides with the red curve for decay, the red curve for quantum decoherence, the purple curve for
effective operator and the red/purple curve for sterile neutrino shortcut through extra dimensions.
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to be treated with special attention since neutrinos and
antineutrinos do not experience the same matter potential;
see Ref. [65] for further details. To constrain the neutrino
oscillation parameters or the mixing matrix elements, we
use the appropriate χ2, and we apply the IceCube-Gen2
contours as a constraint. In Fig. 9, the electron antineutrino
fraction to the total flux is shown as blue bars for the BSM
scenarios and the matter effect case, whereas the over-
lapping red band is the allowed range for G from standard
mixing. Most noticeable, there is no lower bound on G
since the neutrino-antineutrino composition at the source is
assumed to be unknown. Fixing this quantity, means a
lower bound will be present. It is clear that in most cases the
additional information from the electron antineutrino

fraction will be small compared to the flavor information,
at least with the logic applied in this work (unknown flavor
and neutrino-antineutrino composition). However, BSM
scenarios can predict more Glashow events than standard
mixing—which is a clear signature.

IX. DIAGNOSTIC VIA DIRECT TAU
NEUTRINO DETECTION

An additional observable to discriminate between new
physics scenarios is the number of tau neutrino events;
however a signal has not been detected yet. The best-known
signatures are double bang events [173], lollipop events
[174,175] and double pulse events [176], which are event
topologies one can use to identify tau neutrino events.
Other methods [177] can also be used to tag tau neutrinos.
Therefore, we present the tau flavor composition in Fig. 10.
The red band is the allowed range of the tau flavor
composition from standard mixing after applying the
IceCube-Gen2 contours as a constraint. The same is done
for the BSM scenarios and matter effects, which are
represented as blue bars. Standard mixing predicts a small
range in comparison to some of the BSM scenarios.
IceCube has recently presented a search for tau neutrinos

among the high-energy starting track sample [178] with the
expectation to identify about two tau neutrino events within
6 years of IceCube data. None were found; nevertheless, we
use this signal expectation to scale to IceCube-Gen2. For a
contained event sample of 200 TeV, IceCube-Gen2 will
detect about 10 times the event rates of IceCube [106], and
hence for 15 years of lifetime, IceCube-Gen2 could see as
many as 45 tau neutrino events. The relative error is 15%,
meaning a small range of tau neutrino events is expected by
standard mixing. One can compute the expected number of
tau neutrino events for the BSM scenarios and the constant
matter effect scenario by using the tau flavor composition
shown in Fig. 10. Comparing this to the range expected
from standard mixing, one can constrain the flavor com-
position parameter space further.

TABLE III. Input parameters used in this section to investigate
the energy dependence of the four different scenarios chosen.

Scenario Input parameters

Decay λ2 ¼ λ3 ¼ 100 s=eV,
Br3→1 ¼ Br3→2 ¼ 0.4,
Br3→I ¼ 0.2,
Br2→1 ¼ 0.8,
Br2→I ¼ 0.2,
λ1 ¼ 1000 s=eV,
Br1→I ¼ 1,
χ2 ≤ 11.83, L ¼ 100 Mpc

Quantum decoherence Γ ¼ 3 × 10−39 GeV2,
Ψ ¼ 5 × 10−39 GeV2,
L ¼ 100 Mpc,
χ2 ≤ 11.83,
Chosen energy scaling:
e−2κLE

−1
where κ ∈ ½Γ;Ψ�

Effective operator O ¼ 9 × 10−27 GeV,
Λ ¼ 100 TeV,
n ¼ 1 operator
χ2 ≤ 11.83,

Shortcut through
extra dimension

θ14 ¼ 0; θ24 ¼ θ34 ¼ 10°,
χ2 ≤ 11.83,
Eres ¼ 100 TeV,
δ24, δ34 ∈ ½0; 2π�

FIG. 9. Standard mixing (red band) for the electron antineutrino
fraction for an arbitrary flavor and neutrino-antineutrino compo-
sition at the source, in comparison to the ranges for different BSM
scenarios and constant matter effects (bars).

FIG. 10. The tau flavor composition for standard mixing (red
band), in comparison to the ranges for different BSM scenarios
and constant matter effects (bars). Large deviations are allowed
after the IceCube-Gen2 contours, meaning this additional in-
formation can be used to constrain the flavor composition
parameter space further.
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X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the allowed parameter space for the
flavor composition at Earth of astrophysical neutrinos
above 10 TeV that is allowed by BSM theories. We have
used a systematic approach coping with the unknowns such
as oscillation parameter uncertainties, the unknown flavor
composition at production, and theory model parameters.
Our main motivation has been to illustrate the potential
of IceCube-Gen2 to study BSM physics by measuring
flavor, as astrophysical neutrinos may be one of the
best options to search for effects present in extreme
environments, at extreme distances, and at extreme ener-
gies. We have also included other observables in the
discussion such as directional information, the energy
dependence of the flavor composition, Glashow resonance
events, and expected tau neutrinos events.
We have classified the BSM scenarios by production,

propagation, and detection effects; cf. Fig. 6. Scenarios
with potentially very large deviations from standard mixing
include significant sterile neutrino production (production
effect), effective operators from physics at high-energy
scales or dark matter interactions (propagation effects), and
nonstandard interactions in Earth matter (detection effect).
We have found that, depending on the BSM scenario, that
IceCube-Gen2 can exclude up to 96% of the allowed
parameter space by measuring flavor only.
Further scenario discrimination and parameter identifi-

cation can be performed using the energy dependence of
the flavor information such as for shortcuts through the

extra dimensions, which exhibit strong flavor deviations by
a resonance effect, and for effective operators, for which the
BSM effect may be naturally expected to kick in at higher
energies. The directional (for dark matter interactions) and
zenith angle (for nonstandard interactions in Earth) can be
also used to discriminate among scenarios. While we have
demonstrated that the Glashow resonance has limited
potential if the flavor and neutrino-antineutrino composi-
tion at the source is unknown, tau neutrino events may be
an interesting possibility for more precise information
about BSM scenarios occupying parameter space closer
to the standard mixing expectation.
We conclude that astrophysical neutrinos may be one of

the most promising directions to search for BSM physics,
complementary to LHC physics, flavor physics, and dark
matter searches. While the prime target for IceCube-Gen2
will be searching for the origin of the astrophysics
neutrinos, finding physics beyond the Standard Model
would be a major breakthrough—and therefore deserves
dedicated experimental and theoretical study.
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